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Pets at Home Group Plc

Our pet care strategy is working and we have an opportunity 
to build a stronger business for the future
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Continued progress 

delivered strong results in 

FY20, with record revenue 

and underlying profit 

following upgrades 

throughout the year  

The 4 pillars of our pet care 

strategy remain the same, 

but we adapt our execution 

to meet the needs of a

changing environment

Essential retailer status, 

strong liquidity and internal 

measures taken to partially 

mitigate the financial impact 

of the pandemic
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Entered the crisis from a position of strength Positioning the business to respond quickly



Pets at Home Group Plc

Significant progress in FY20 gives us the confidence our pet 
care strategy is compelling

˃ Taking market share across our ecosystem of products and services:

‒ Sustained sales growth in Retail across both stores and 
omnichannel, with a 2-year LFL of 15%

‒ First Opinion vet business recalibration now complete: all practice 
buy outs executed and Joint Venture fee adjustments in place, with 
the underlying health of the estate significantly improved

‒ Strong growth in customer numbers across Retail, First Opinion vet 
practices and subscription services

‒ Continued success of VIP Puppy and Kitten clubs, members of 
which spend up to 23% more

‒ Enhanced data capabilities are already providing business insight, 
with migration of VIP database in-house nearing completion and a 
key underpin for future growth

‒ Previous investment in Distribution Centre automation enabled us to 
meet exceptional demand in March, and we continue to assess our 
logistics network requirements

˃ Pet market remains resilient and in growth: in particular c18m dogs and 
cats playing increasingly important role in their owners’ lives

˃ Not immune to challenges posed by COVID-19, but we have a robust, 
adaptable business and decisive management team
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“FY20 was a year of 
significant progress. 
Despite the 
unprecedented impact 
of the coronavirus 
pandemic, we are 
creating a stronger pet 
care business for the 
future.”
Peter Pritchard

Group CEO
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Pets at Home Group Plc

A record financial performance in FY20 demonstrates the 
progress we have made

˃ Group revenue growth of 10.2% to over £1bn, with LFL growth of 9.0%

˃ Full year Retail LFL revenue growth of 9.4%

‒ Had been 7.2% prior to the final 4 weeks of FY20, when exceptional 
demand in March due to COVID-19 saw LFL of 36.2%

‒ Omnichannel revenue growth of 27.8%, or 83% on 2-year basis

˃ Strong LFL customer sales growth across all First Opinion practices of 
13.5%, helping drive Vet Group LFL revenue growth of 5.6%

‒ Includes the impact all fee adjustments in Joint Venture practices, 
which are now fully implemented

˃ Group underlying PBT growth of 11.0% to £99.5m (pre-IFRS16)

˃ Underlying free cashflow growth of 40.7% to £89.6m

˃ End the year with a robust Balance Sheet and strong liquidity:

‒ Pre-IFRS16: Net debt £85.9m and leverage 0.6x

‒ Post-IFRS16: Net debt £549.8m and leverage 2.5x

‒ Liquidity £162m; plus additional £100m facility agreed post year end

‒ Full year dividend maintained at 7.5 pence per share
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“Customer sales across 
the Group grew strongly 
throughout the year, 
driving underlying profit 
growth,  whilst the impact 
of coronavirus-related 
purchases in March 
provided an additional in-
year benefit.”
Mike Iddon

Group CFO
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Changing customer behaviour across different phases of the 
virus will shape our FY21 performance
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31 Jul: Q1 

Trading Update

Grooming salons closed;

pets off-sale

Additional 

colleague and 

fulfilment costs 

incurred during 

period of 

exceptional 

demand in 

March
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Incremental costs associated with social distancing

£33m of business rates benefit, c£3m of which is passed on to in-store vet practices

Gradual recovery in footfall 

Element of permanent online channel shift

Lockdown Preparing to emerge                                              Post-lockdown

FY20 Q4 FY21 Q4

Pre-

lockdown

FY21 Q1 FY21 Q2 FY21 Q3

Vet Group operating cost base largely fixed

Further relaxation of RCVS guidelines regarding permitted proceduresTemporary restrictions 

allow emergency 

veterinary care only

*

*

Initial additional 

£5m CV-19 cost

Grooming and pet colleague costs incurred throughout, regardless of sales

Ongoing demand for Food remains robust;

Uptick in discretionary activities and purchases

Phased re-start of grooming and pet sales (c£43m in FY20)

Specialist Referral revenues closely linked to First Opinion visits 

Higher fulfilment costs due to increased online volumes 

Unwind of pulled 

forward purchases

Increased sales 

of Food, 

particularly 

online
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New & existing 

customers pull 

forward 

purchases Uptick in discretionary activities and purchases
Discretionary 

purchases delayed
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We will accelerate investment in our digital capabilities to 
serve customers seamlessly and profitably
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Retail Vet Group

Digitise the customer journey and put the customer in charge

˃ Maximise speed and 

convenience

˃ Optimise the role of 

stores

˃ Leverage reach of 

online

˃ Assess the needs of 

our logistics network

˃ Focus on puppy & 

kitten customer 

acquisition

˃ Combine products & 

services to create 

unique pet care 

bundles

˃ Use data to connect 

our assets and inform 

decision-making

By adapting our plans to meet changing customer behaviours, we can 
maximise pet care spend

˃ Role of telemedicine

˃ Home delivery of 

healthcare plan 

treatments

˃ Consider 

attractiveness of new 

and existing 

adjacencies

˃ Online booking

Pet care ecosystem



Pets at Home Group Plc

Financial resilience enables us to navigate the period of 
uncertainty, providing a strong platform for future growth 
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Low leverage and good 
liquidity

˃ Net debt of £85.9m pre- or 
£549.8m post-IFRS16

˃ Leverage of 0.6x pre- or 
2.5x post-IFRS16

˃ Significant headroom on 
banking covenants

˃ Liquidity of £162m stress-
tested for range of potential 
outcomes

˃ Further reinforced by new 
backstop facility of £100m; 
currently no intention to 
draw

Balance sheet strength

Government support partly 
offsets financial impact of virus

˃ c£5m of initial additional 
costs, including a £1m 
colleague hardship fund and 
£1.1m of charitable 
donations 

˃ Ongoing incremental costs of 
c£200k per week associated 
with social distancing

˃ Restrictions on pet care 
services being provided, but 
still incurring all related costs  

˃ Welcomed the Government 
business rates relief: 
providing £33m to help offset 
some of the financial impact 
in FY21

Initial response to 

COVID-19

˃ Executive Management and 
NEDs volunteered to a 
temporary 20% reduction in 
salary

˃ First Opinion practices 
supported by 6 month loan 
repayment holiday on third 
party bank debt

˃ Paying rents on a monthly 
basis rather than quarterly

˃ Ongoing programme of 
landlord negotiations at lease 
renewal / break

˃ Disciplined approach to spend 
on CAPEX and marketing, as 
we re-align investment to 
accelerated opportunities

Preserve cash and mitigate 

financial impact

Further levers to help 
improve FY21
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We remain confident in the long-term sustainability of our 
business in the ‘new normal’
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Favourable market dynamics

- £6.5bn pet care market in structural growth 

and resilient

- Increasing humanisation and premiumisation 

within a stable pet population

- Taking share across categories and 

channels

Unique owner-driver model in attractive 

veterinary market

- Joint Venture model in First Opinion vet 

practices incentivises growth

- Branded practices nationwide, both in-store 

and in standalone locations

- Practice maturity represents a significant 

future cashflow opportunity

Rewarding and convenient 

omnichannel proposition in Retail 

- Well-located nationwide network of 

experiential and profitable stores

- Increasing digital capabilities and 

penetration of core online market

- Flexible fulfilment channels 

underpinned by logistics capability

Ecosystem of products and services

- Range of non-discretionary, small-

ticket pet products and healthcare 

services

- Subscription platforms providing 

annuity income streams, with 

significant headroom for growth

Large and growing loyal customer base 

- Proprietary data on 5.6m active VIP 

members allows delivery of highly 

personalised customer journeys

- Benefits of recent investment in data and 

analytics capability to increase customer 

lifetime value yet to flow

Financial strength and resilience

- Good liquidity of £162m, with additional 

£100m facility available

- Low leverage of 0.6x (2.5x post-IFRS16)

- Cash conversion of 63% with a 7.5 pence 

dividend payment maintained in FY20



Pets at Home Group Plc

We are focused on delivering our pet care strategy and 
creating a stronger business for a post-pandemic world
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˃ FY20 was a year of excellent progress, enabling our 
resilience through the coronavirus crisis 

˃ Pet care market remains resilient and expect this to continue 
as pets play an increasingly important role in owners’ lives

˃ Our pet care strategy is adaptable to the changing 
environment; we have already reacted by implementing new 
ways to serve customers and accelerating certain initiatives

˃ Strong foundations with profitable stores, fast growing online 
business, maturing First Opinion vet practices, and benefit of 
investment in data capabilities yet to flow

˃ Financial strength and strong leadership team to navigate 
the business through period of uncertainty

˃ Remains considerable headroom to capture more pet care 
spend from both existing and new customers

Peter Pritchard

Group CEO

Use data and VIP to 
better serve customers

Bring the pet experience to life

Set our people free to serve

50% of sales from pet services

May 2020
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© 2019

Pets at Home Group Plc

Group strategic update
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Pets at Home Group Plc 11

Use data and VIP to 
better serve customers

Bring the pet 
experience to life

Set our people 
free to serve

50% of sales 
from pet services

Our pet care strategy delivered strong results in FY20

Be the best 
Pet Care
business 

in the world
(sustainable, 

unique, rewarding)

Vision
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34.1%
customer sales 

from services4

+9 bps y/y

£187.0k
customer sales

per colleague3

+7.4% y/y

£817.2m
VIP customer 

sales2

+38.1% y/y

63.1m
number of customer 

transactions1

+6.6% y/y

1. Includes customer transactions in-store, online, in First Opinion vet practices, cases treated in Specialist Referral centres plus pets groomed in Groom Room salons

2. Customer sales known to be transacted by VIPs in stores, online, at First Opinion vet practices and in grooming salons. VIP customer sales are shown on a rolling 12 month basis rather than a year-to-date basis

3. Gross customer revenues divided by the number of full-time-equivalent colleagues employed by the Group

4. Includes gross customer sales made by First Opinion vet practices, plus revenue from our Specialist Referral centres, grooming services, subscriptions, pet sales and pet insurance commissions
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Retail LFL growth

2 Year LFL

We entered the coronavirus crisis with considerable momentum 
in our Retail business
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1. Refers to Retail revenues generated by colleagues through the sale of products in-store, that can be taken home by customers on the same day

2. Refers to Retail revenues generated by customers who purchase on our website, for delivery to their home (does not include orders collected in store)

3. Refers to Retail revenues generated online as above, plus those generated by customers who purchase on our website for collection in-store, by 

colleagues in-store who facilitate a customer order on our website for delivery to their home or for the customer to collect in store another day, by 

colleagues through the sale of flea product subscription sales in-store which are delivered to the customers’ home, or by customers who sign up to our 

online subscription service ‘Easy Repeat’ and choose to collect in-store

FY20 LFL growth across all channels

˃ Store1 growth 8%

˃ Online2 growth 36%

˃ Omnichannel3 growth 28%

Bring the pet 
experience to life

May 2020
FY20 Prelim Results

Estimated 

market growth

2-year LFL growth 

˃ Store1 10%

˃ Omnichannel3 83%

˃ Retail 15%

FY18 FY19 FY20



Pets at Home Group Plc

Omnichannel now represents 10.0% of Retail revenues, 
and all components are in growth
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Bring the pet 
experience to life
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Our integrated model maximises convenience for 
customers, making our business stronger

Deliver to 

home

Collect 

in store

Flea & worm 

subscriptions

Easy Repeat 

food subscription

Order 

in store

c60%* 

c20%* 

c20%* 

* Proportion of all omnichannel revenues in FY20
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50% of sales from 
pet services

Our growing subscription base of 865,000 customers presents 
considerable opportunity to create annuity revenue streams
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Our 3 main subscription platforms each provide 
convenient and affordable elements of pet care

With c18m cats and dogs in the UK, each of 

which should be treated monthly, there is 

considerable headroom to grow this high 

margin business

Preventative healthcare plans in First 

Opinion vet practices allow clients to 

spread the cost of regular treatments, 

encouraging client loyalty

Our online food subscription service 

provides customers with ultimate control, 

flexibility and our best prices
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50% of sales from 
pet services

Our recalibration actions in First Opinion vet practices have 
positioned them well for future sustainable growth
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1. Defined as third party bank debt plus Pets at Home operating loans

Customer sales growth 
ahead of market

Improved underlying 
practice profitability

˃ Even in mature practices, 
driven by incentivisation of JV 
model

˃ Record numbers of new client 
registrations and healthplan 
subscribers

˃ Improved gross margin and 
cost control at practice level

˃ Higher cumulative practice 
profit

˃ Increased number of practices 
with positive profit

Stronger practice Balance 
Sheets

Fee adjustments will help 
swifter practice maturity

˃ Lower level of total practice 
indebtedness1

˃ Fewer practices with Pets at 
Home operating loan

˃ 6 month loan repayment holiday 
agreed with third party banks as 
part of COVID-19 response

˃ Adjustments suppress JV fee 
income in near term, but 
delivers cashflow benefits to 
both JVPs and Pets at Home

˃ Impact of all fee adjustments 
will annualise in H2 FY21

˃ Simpler fee structure enables 
Support Office efficiencies



Pets at Home Group Plc

Investment in our data capabilities will underpin future 
growth
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Using our data to 
serve customers
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People: created a dedicated team of 42 data scientists, data 

visualisation specialists and cloud engineers

Platform: creating our pet care customer view and bringing 

VIP data in-house on to a cloud-based platform

Greater sophistication in how we predict churn, monitor 

competitor pricing and run marketing campaign activity
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Use of data & analytics to better understand customer 

purchase behaviour during COVID-19 pandemic

More relevant, personalised communications aimed at 

transitioning VIPs across our ecosystem
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Leverage the single view of customer and pet, enabling a new 

approach to segmentation and understanding customer needs
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Setting our people 
free to serve

Enabling our talented and passionate colleagues to serve 
customers whilst protecting their wellbeing

˃ 3% reduction store colleague hours y/y, driven by streamlining non-

customer facing tasks

˃ Automation at Northampton DC doubled maximum order capacity

˃ Improved productivity of Support Office colleagues through process 

automation

˃ Flexible working arrangements for vets in First Opinion practices

May 2020
FY20 Prelim Results

Efficiency initiatives across the Group…

˃ First priority was to safeguard the welfare of colleagues, Partners, 

customers and pets

˃ Store operations were initially supported by colleagues redeployed 

from closed Groom Room salons, helping us to meet exceptional 

demand for pet products in March

˃ Work from home protocols implemented for Support Office functions

˃ First Opinion practices followed industry guidelines, whilst we 

provided support and guidance to each individual JVP at a local level

… meant we were well positioned to respond to the 
coronavirus crisis
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We have supported our colleagues, communities and 
customers throughout the crisis

18



Pets at Home Group Plc

The business has a robust operational plan across the 
different phases of the virus

19

Pre-lockdown
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Whilst the duration of each phase remains uncertain, we have prepared the 
business to be adaptable and act swiftly at each transition 

Lockdown
Prepare to 

emerge
Post-lockdown New normal

Timing
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Pre 23-Mar 23-Mar to 10-May Today Unknown Unknown

• Purchases pulled 

forward; trend 

towards larger bag 

sizes of pet food

• Increased online 

shopping

• New shoppers 

switched to us

• Reduction of visits 

to physical locations

• Increased online 

shopping

• Stopping/delaying 

discretionary 

purchases

• Continuation of 

purchasing 

behaviour in 

lockdown

• Planning of post-

lockdown activity 

• Gradual return of 

retail footfall

• Element of lasting 

channel shift to 

online

• Uptick in ‘non-

essential’ activities

• Store footfall does 

not return to pre-

crisis levels due to 

lasting channel shift

• Return to ‘normal’ 

demand and mix 

over time

• Protect safety and 

wellbeing of 

colleagues, 

customers & pets

• Set up response 

teams & protocols

• Ensure continuity of 

supply and 

customer service

• Clearly define our 

“essential” products 

and services

• Re-define 

operations across 

the Group

• Protect profit and 

preserve cash

• Detailed scenario 

planning

• Prepare to increase 

activity, but serve 

customers in 

different ways

• Identify new 

strategic initiatives

• Develop marketing 

plans

• Ensure operational 

preparedness

• Accelerate digital 

capabilities

• Carefully re-define 

how we provide pet 

care services

• Restart paused 

strategic initiatives 

on a selective basis

• Monitor risk of virus 

resurgence

• Use analytics to 

develop insights 

and inform business 

decision-making

• Embed crisis 

learnings

• Invest in new and 

accelerated 

opportunities

Core pillars of our pet care strategy stays the same; 

the how and when adapts to a changing environment
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We were well positioned to meet the exceptional 
demand seen in March before the lockdown

˃ March like-for-like retail sales as 
reported by the BRC were -3.5% in 
March 2020, contrasting sharply with 
our own Retail sales performance

̶ Q4 like-for-like sales +15.9%

̶ Final 4-week period of FY20 to 26 
March saw Retail LFL of 36.2%

Performance vs BRC index further 
highlights strength of trading

Pets at Home became the #1 dog 
food retailer in March 2020

˃ Availability challenges in supermarkets 
led to a number of pet owners visiting 
our stores for the first time

˃ Our greater range and bulk set up in 
store enabled us to maximise this 
switching dynamic by servicing 
shoppers wanting to pull forward 
purchases 

˃ Previous investment in online 
capabilities and automation further 
increased our ability to meet demand

˃ Existing strong private label penetration 
provided an additional benefit, with 
customers staying loyal to those brands

May 2020
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Pre-lockdown
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Business area Actions taken

Stores Focus on essential products with temporary purchase limits, pets taken off sale, suspension of 

Order-in-Store and events, reduced opening times with clear queuing protocols, introduction of 

PPE for colleagues, encouraged contactless payment.

Omnichannel Temporarily reduced some of our online range to focus on essential items and clearly 

signposted that delivery times were taking longer than normal.  Fulfilment of food, flea, tick & 

worming treatments on subscription were unaffected.

Groom Room salons All closed from 23 March to discourage non-essential customer visits, with colleagues initially 

redeployed to support store teams in providing essential products to customers.

First Opinion vet practices Almost all have remained open, albeit on reduced hours.  Initial guidance issued by 

RCVS/BVA regarding the type of procedures permitted concentrated on emergency care, but 

this has been dynamic.  Any decision to furlough practice colleagues was made by individual 

JVPs as the business owner.

Specialist Referral centres All 4 centres remain open, with the volume of cases referred from First Opinion vet practices 

closely tracking the reduced number of client visits seen there.

Support Offices Swiftly implemented work from home policies for most teams, with essential functions such as 

customer services and IT remaining on-site but strictly adhering to social distancing guidelines.

Distribution Centres Previous automation already helped with enforcing social distancing.  Recruited c250 

temporary workers and modified shift patterns to meet increased online demand whilst at the 

same time maintaining a safe working environment.

Hong Kong sourcing office Local team of c20 colleagues experienced initial disruption in January, with travel to China 

prohibited and all subsequently worked from home.  Now operating as normal. 

Steps taken across the Group sought to ensure safe 
continuity of service

May 2020
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Lockdown
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What we have seen What it means for us

More spend coming from new 

customers

Welcoming new shoppers provides an opportunity to recruit them in to VIP and 

create lifelong customers across our pet care ecosystem

Trend towards purchases of 

bigger bags

Maintaining price competitiveness on 15kg bags of pet food becomes even more 

crucial

Demand for greater flexibility As social distancing protocols make some forms of customer interaction more 

challenging, we have already piloted a “Call and Deliver-to-Car” service as well 

as home delivery of vet healthplan subscription treatments

Increase in deliver-to-home 

online orders

Consider how best to leverage our network of nationwide stores and explore 

opportunities with last-mile logistics partners to maximise convenience for 

customers wanting their orders delivered to home

Increase in volume of online 

orders

Number of daily online orders increased from c5k to c11k during the final weeks 

of FY20, but we still have further capacity at Northampton DC.  Continue to 

assess our logistics network requirements to ensure we can meet any lasting 

effects of accelerated online channel shift.

First Opinion clients still seeking 

trusted advice

The client relationship with their vet remains crucial, therefore accelerating new 

capabilities such as telemedicine and combining with other elements such as 

healthplans and VIP, we can serve clients in way that suits them

Recent customer behaviour has provided insight into 
where we may accelerate certain strategic priorities

May 2020
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Strategy is adaptable and we can respond to changes in customer behaviour

Preparing to 

emerge
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We are well positioned to meet demand once 
lockdown restrictions are lifted

Pillars of our strategy remain the 
same, but we adapt to the new norm

Fundamentals of pet care market 
provide resilience 

˃ Consumer confidence will remain 
uncertain, but the pet care market is 
naturally resilient

˃ Stable population of c18m dogs and 
cats, who are playing an increasingly 
important role in owners’ lives

˃ Spend on categories such as food, 
wellbeing and emergency healthcare 
will remain non-discretionary

˃ Likely to be some pent up demand for 
non-essential products and services

‒ Groom Rooms able to re-open swiftly

‒ Further relaxation of RCVS 
guidelines will allow First Opinion 
practices to provide elective and 
routine healthcare

˃ Approach to providing complete pet 
care has already proven to be the 
right one

˃ Whilst our strategy doesn’t change, 
how we deliver it and the priorities we 
choose to accelerate do

˃ Digitise the customer journey and put 
them in charge

˃ Flexibility of our omnichannel model 
enables us to serve both store footfall 
and any lasting increased online 
demand

˃ VIP data will allow us to monitor 
changes in purchasing behaviour and 
react accordingly

May 2020
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Post-lockdown
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Benefits of Pets at 
Home Group

24

Our First Opinion vet business is well positioned to 
navigate the period of uncertainty

˃ Pass-through of any 
business rates relief and 
rent reductions to those 
practices located in-store

˃ Cross-selling opportunities 
using data on 5.6m active 
VIP loyalty club members

˃ 6 month loan repayment 
holiday on third party bank 
debt

˃ Access to further operating 
loan support from us, if 
required in the short term

˃ Stable population of c18m 
dogs and cats

˃ Healthcare services are 
generally non-discretionary

˃ Further relaxation of RCVS 
guidelines on permitted 
procedures should stimulate 
an increase in customer 
sales

˃ Exploring opportunities to 
broaden use of telemedicine 
as a response to lasting 
changes to consumer 
behaviour

Structurally resilient 
market segment

Unique operating 
model

˃ Owner-operator Joint 
Venture model proven to 
incentivise growth ahead of 
market, even in mature 
practices

˃ Most practices remain open, 
enabling a swifter response 
to any changes in demand

˃ Growing numbers of new 
client registrations and 
healthplan subscribers

˃ Following our recalibration 
actions, practice estate is 
more profitable and less 
indebted
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Post-lockdown
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By providing complete pet care, we make our 
business resilient
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Increasing ATV and service element, decreasing frequency

Increasing humanisation makes our pet care ecosystem even more relevant

during a period of uncertainty

Flea subscription 

from £4 per month

Retail 

Purchases weighted 

towards small-ticket, non-

seasonal purchases

Veterinary

Need-driven services 

naturally resilient to 

economic downturns

Grooming 

Services more 

discretionary, but provide 

health benefits nonetheless

15kg bag of Wainwrights 

dry dog food c£39

Full groom for a 

large breed dog £45

Popular accessories 

ranging from £5 - £20

Vet practice consultation fees set 

locally by JVPs, but ATV typically >£65

Specialist procedures in Referral 

hospitals often >£2,000 and 

underwritten by pet insurance

New normal
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Intelligent use of data underpins our strategy to leverage 
our pet care ecosystem
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Store customer Omnichannel customer
(store + online)

Omnichannel + vet
customer

Omnichannel + vet +
grooming customer

Retail spend

Vet spend

Grooming spend

Customers who 

channel shift 

spend more 

overall

+32%

Growth in customer numbers YoY

+44% +35% +33%

Increasing spend and shopping frequency

Only c16% of all VIPs currently shop some combination of products and 
services, but numbers have grown 24% YoY

The proportion of VIPs engaged 

across all three elements is 

greater in recent cohorts, driven 

by success of Puppy Club

New normal
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By focusing on new puppies & kittens we can create 
significant lifetime value for the business
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Stable UK population of 

c1.1m puppies and c0.8m kittens per annum

Recruit on to VIP Puppy & Kitten Clubs

Low customer acquisition cost

Already have c20% of puppies and c10% of kittens signed up

Drives strong growth in Food sales

Tailored program of advice and offers introduces 

owner to the Pets at Home pet care ecosystem

Foster relationship for lifetime of the pet 

(typically 13 years for a dog)

Ecosystem spend of c£950 p.a x 13 years = >£12k LTV to Pets at Home

New normal
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31%

45%

24%

100%

Practice age Vet Group FCF in
FY20

Practice age Expected Vet Group
FCF when all

practices mature

0 - 4 years 5 - 9 years 10 years+
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The long term free cashflow opportunity from First 
Opinion practice maturity remains significant

Practice age and FCF in the future 
at maturity1

Practice age and Vet Group FCF in 
FY20

May 2020
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1.  Assuming each existing practice is individually mature, and without opening any new practices

£17m

Up to 

£60m

Includes the impact of 

all adjustments to JV fee 

arrangements

New normal
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We have a strong sense of social purpose and want to 
share the value we create as a business
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Pets

Planet

People

˃ Pets are at the heart of everything we do, with our support organised around 3 main programmes

‒ Charitable foundation Support Adoption for Pets, which has raised >£35m since launch and 
last year issued 77 grants totalling £1.5m

‒ VIP Lifelines are a unique type of loyalty point generated by customers every time they swipe 
their VIP card, which are then converted in to vouchers for animal charities to spend.  In FY20, 
VIP members raised >£2.1m 

‒ Educational workshops for children which bring animal welfare to life

˃ Our colleagues are the heartbeat of our business; we have a responsibility to listen and respond in 
a way that fits with their evolving needs and values

‒ Focus on mental health and wellbeing, including partnering with MIND to create ambassadors 
across the Group and also holding “Mind Matters” workshops for our vet practice colleagues

‒ Range of apprenticeships to unlock the potential of colleagues across a range of disciplines: 
dog grooming, veterinary nurse academy, Dick White Referrals Academy and Support Office

‒ We encourage a positive culture embracing diversity, inclusion and health & safety  

˃ We recognise the environmental impacts that our diverse business has across the full value chain 
and are working hard to identify opportunities to make a positive change in the following key areas:

‒ Recyclability of product packaging across our own brand and exclusive branded products

‒ Waste and recycling processes across animal bedding, plastic shrink wrap and cardboard

‒ Energy reduction, particularly in stores where there are specific animal welfare considerations

‒ Minimising our carbon footprint by remaining carbon neutral and reducing electricity consumption



Financial review of FY20 
results
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A record financial performance in FY20 demonstrates the 
progress we have made

˃ Group revenue growth of 10.2% to over £1bn, with LFL growth of 9.0%

˃ Full year Retail LFL revenue growth of 9.4%

‒ Had been 7.2% prior to the final 4 weeks of FY20, when exceptional 
demand in March due to COVID-19 saw LFL of 36.2%

‒ Omnichannel revenue growth of 27.8%, or 83% on 2-year basis

˃ Strong LFL customer sales growth across all First Opinion practices of 
13.5%, helping drive Vet Group LFL revenue growth of 5.6%

‒ Includes the impact all fee adjustments in Joint Venture practices, 
which are now fully implemented

˃ Group underlying PBT growth of 11.0% to £99.5m (pre-IFRS16)

˃ Underlying free cashflow growth of 40.7% to £89.6m

˃ End the year with a robust Balance Sheet and strong liquidity:

‒ Pre-IFRS16: Net debt £85.9m and leverage 0.6x

‒ Post-IFRS16: Net debt £549.8m and leverage 2.5x

‒ Liquidity £162m; plus additional £100m facility agreed post year end

‒ Full year dividend maintained at 7.5 pence per share

31

“Customer sales across 
the Group grew strongly 
throughout the year, 
driving underlying profit 
growth,  whilst the impact 
of coronavirus-related 
purchases in March 
provided an additional in-
year benefit.”
Mike Iddon

Group CFO
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Group

Revenue (£m) FY19 FY20 Change

Total 961.0 1,058.8 10.2%

Like-for-like 5.7% 9.0%

Retail

Revenue (£m) FY19 FY20 Change

Food 455.4 517.4 13.6%

Accessories 357.0 375.3 5.1%

Other1 42.2 44.9 6.2%

Total 854.6 937.6 9.7%

Like-for-like 5.1% 9.4%

Vet Group

Revenue (£m) FY19 FY20 Change

Fee income from JV vet practices 52.6 53.8 2.1%

Specialist Referral centres 37.0 39.6 7.0%

Company managed practices2 8.1 21.7 167.7%

Other veterinary income3 8.7 6.2 (28.5)%

Total 106.4 121.2 13.9%

Like-for-like 11.2% 5.6%

1. Includes revenue from grooming services, pet sales and insurance commissions

2. Revenue from company managed practices, which is recognised in full from the point they become wholly owned and included a total of 45 practices at the year end, including 21 former Joint Venture 

practices which we bought out during FY19 and FY20

3. Includes income generated from non-revenue based fees such as those relating to the set up of new practices, income generated from the sale of company managed practices, and other supplier income

We have seen excellent revenue growth in Retail, with Vet 
Group revenues in line with our plan

May 2020
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Trading week commencing

Retail Vet Group

After exceptional demand from pulled forward Food purchases, 
temporary lockdown measures have led to reduced sales

33
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23-Mar: Government 

announce lockdown

Whilst cumulative Retail sales are broadly in line with plan for the 11 weeks since 
28-Feb, Vet Group customer sales have been restricted due to RCVS guidelines

2

Pets taken off sale and 

grooming salons closed 

due to social distancing 

requirements

3

Customers focus on 

essential purchases 

such as Food, cat 

litter and bedding

4

Reduced store footfall 

and opening hours; 

initial RCVS guidance 

issued

5

Adaptation of RCVS 

guidelines regarding 

permitted treatments

6

11-May: Government 

ease lockdown
7

Customers begin 

stockpiling of Food
1

1

2 3

4 5

6

7

11-week cumulative sales vs Plan = c£(20)m 

= Average customer sales in 

FY20 in weeks 1 to 48
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Underlying gross margin reflects the exceptional demand for 
food in March and the actions taken in our Vet Group

34

Retail underlying 

gross margin

FY19 51.0%

FY20 49.7%

Vet Group underlying 

gross margin

FY19 48.0%

FY20 42.7%

Annualisation of 

price investment
FY19 Growth of Food and

online until March
FY20

Retail (112) bps

Group underlying gross margin bridge

Vet Group (62) bps

(38) bps

+70 bps

50.7%

48.9%

1. Includes the charge made to the underlying provision against funding made by Pets at Home to practices which we plan to retain as Joint Venture practices in the future. For such practices, 

we have adopted an average provision of c21%, and the income statement charge in FY20 was £0.9m (FY19: £2.9m).
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(132) bps

(18) bps

Recalibration

actions

Underlying 

performance1

(56) bps

Stockpiling impact 

of COVID-19
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£300m

£320m

£340m

£360m

£380m

We continue to drive operational efficiencies whilst investing 
in strategic growth areas

35

Support 

Office1

Distribution

Centre

Established 

Stores2
Omni-

channel3

Vet 

Group
Immature 

Stores5

FY19

5.4% 
growth

£356.9m

FY20

£376.3m

1. Support Office includes support centre colleague and occupation costs, plus all central costs covering Group functions such as IT teams  

2. Established stores refers all stores opened in FY18 or earlier, and includes grooming costs

3. Includes growth in online and flea & worm subscriptions

4. Includes investment in our Data, Business Systems and Customer Service teams and capability

5. Immature stores includes stores opened in FY19 and FY20

Underlying operating cost bridge excluding D&A (pre-IFRS16)

Operational Efficiency Investing in Growth

£368.1m

3.1% 
growth

+£3.4m
+£3.3m

+£5.4m+£1.2m

+£1.7m

+£3.3m

May 2020
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% of 

sales
37.1% 35.5%

159 bps

improvement

+£0.6m

People and

systems4

+£0.6m

Specialist

Referrals
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Underlying PBT is 11% higher year on year, driven by strong 
performance in Retail

36

£m (pre-IFRS16) FY19 FY20 Change

Underlying EBITDA1 130.0 141.6 8.9%

Depreciation & amortisation (36.8) (38.3) 4.1%

Underlying EBIT 93.2 103.3 10.9%

EBIT margin % 9.7% 9.8% 6 bps

Net interest (3.5) (3.8) 6.8%

Underlying PBT 89.7 99.5 11.0%

Non-underlying items2,3 (40.1) (7.6) (81.1)%

Pre-tax profit after all non-underlying items 49.6 91.9 85.4%

Effective tax rate 21% 20% (161) bps

Underlying basic EPS (pre-IFRS16) (pence) 14.1 16.0 13.3%

Underlying basic EPS (post-IFRS16) (pence) 14.1 15.0 6.4%

DPS (pence) 7.5 7.5 -

1. Underlying EBITDA is stated after IFRS2 charges of £4.2m (FY19: £3.5m)

2. FY20 non-underlying charges relating to costs incurred by the Group in buying out, and in some cases closing, certain JV practices include £6.6m charged against Vet Group, and Group, non-

underlying gross margin (FY19: £40.4m)

3. FY20 non-underlying charges also include £1.0m relating to an accounting charge for the potential future acquisition of minority stakes owned by vet partners in the Specialist Referral centres, which 

has been charged against non-underlying operating costs (FY19: £0.4m)

May 2020
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Capital investment fully supports our pet care strategy

37

£m FY19 FY20 Spend includes

Business Systems and omnichannel 10.8 14.9
Enhancing in-house data capabilities and investment in online 

customer experience

Existing store estate 8.8 11.1
Ongoing store refurbishment, plus launch of 16 further pet 

care centres

Vet Group 3.0 4.8
Investment in Specialist Referral centres, including a 

greenfield location in Scotland

Distribution 5.7 3.5
Automation of online order fulfilment at Northampton DC 

totalling c£5m across both years, doubling capacity

New stores and groomers 3.7 1.8 3 store openings and 2 relocations

Other 2.5 2.2

Total 34.5 38.3

1. Definition contained within the appendix

Returns on capital FY19 FY20

CROIC1 18.9% 19.7%

May 2020
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£m (pre-IFRS16) FY19 FY20

Group operating cashflow1 126.5 165.8

Tax and interest (21.4) (34.0)

Debt issue costs (2.5) -

Net capex (37.2) (39.4)

Purchase of own shares to satisfy colleague options (1.8) (2.8)

Underlying free cashflow 63.6 89.6

Conversion2 48.9% 63.2%

Ordinary Dividend (37.2) (37.1)

Acquisitions3 (2.8) (1.5)

Non-underlying cash outflow4 (8.9) (16.4)

Net retained cash 14.7 34.6

Net debt (120.5) (85.9)

Leverage (Net debt: underlying EBITDA) 0.9x 0.6x

We have generated strong free cashflow, driven by the 
strength of trading within Retail
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1. Operating cashflow is calculated as underlying EBITDA before IFRS2 charges and with any change in working capital added back

2. Calculated as underlying free cashflow as a percentage of underlying EBITDA

3. FY19 includes the purchase of two mature, JV practices from Joint Venture Partners for £2.1m, which are now operated as company managed practices.  In FY20, includes an investment in Tailster 

and in certain company managed practices

4. Includes £10.0m relating to practices that we have bought out (FY19: £8.8m), plus £6.4m in relation to payments made to certain Shared Venture Partners in our Specialist Referral centres to acquire 

remaining minority stake (FY19: £0.1m)
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£m (post-IFRS16) FY19 FY20

Net debt (626.7) (549.8)

Leverage (Net debt: underlying EBITDA) 3.0x 2.5x
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Working capital remains positive, and we saw a reduced need to 
extend operating loans

39

£m FY19 movement FY20 movement

Inventories (7.3) 5.7

Trade and other payables 14.5 16.2

Trade and other receivables 10.7 8.8

Trading working capital 17.9 30.7

Increase in gross operating loans to JV vet practices (9.6) (2.5)

Cash working capital movement 8.3 28.2

1. For practices where we have completed a buy out during FY20, we have utilised the non-underlying provision from FY19 when writing off the gross operating loan balance, such that all operating 

loan balances relating to these practices are now £nil 

2. Underlying provision refers to our provisioning methodology for funding made by Pets at Home to practices which we intend to retain as Joint Venture practices in the future. For such practices, we 

have adopted an average provision of c21%, and the income statement charge in FY20 was £0.9m (FY19: £2.9m).
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Operating loan balances to JV vet practices (£m) FY19 FY20

Gross operating loans 42.2 37.5

Non-underlying provision1 (7.2) -

Underlying provision2 (7.1) (8.0)

Net operating loan balance 27.9 29.5
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£16.7m

£84.8m

Vet Group Retail

In summary: FY20 key financial measures
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Revenue & like-for-like growth Underlying gross margin1 & YoY change

Underlying EBIT1,2,3 & margin Underlying free cashflow4 & conversion5

+9.4%+5.6%

8.7%24.9% 50.2% 72.5%

£30.2m

£81.7m

Vet Group Retail
1. Excludes non-underlying charges of £6.6m relating to costs incurred for JV practices we have bought out which have been charged against gross margin (FY19: £40.4m)

2. Before the effect of IFRS16

3. Excludes a non-underlying charge of £1.0m for the potential future acquisition of minority stakes owned by vet partners in the Specialist Referral centres (FY19: £0.4m)

4. Excludes £(11.9)m of free cashflow allocated as central

5. Calculated as underlying free cashflow as a percentage of underlying EBITDA pre-IFRS16 excluding IFRS2 charges

£121.2m

£937.6m

Vet Group Retail
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42.7%
49.7%

Vet Group Retail

(127) bps(531) bps
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Pets at Home share of pet care market in CY2019Market dynamics

42

Our pet care ecosystem in 2019

Stable pet population of 
c18m dogs & cats, with 
c2m puppies & kittens

Continued humanisation 
and premiumisation

Increasing spend per pet

Online penetration of pet 
products c16%, with our 
share at c15%

Increasing pet insurance 
penetration

Source: Pets at Home and UK pet market reports, OC&C 2017
Note: Food and accessories market data includes online spend. Food market contains Advanced Nutrition segment. Veterinary market includes First 
Opinion and Specialist Referral.
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c17%

c42%

c15%

c10%
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Food Accessories Veterinary Grooming

2019 market

size
£2.8bn £0.9bn £2.5bn £0.3bn

2019 market 

growth
c3% c4% c5% c4%

PaH growth 

in FY20
+13.6% +5.1% +10.2% +8.7%

Total share of pet care market c19% 
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IFRS16 does not change how we run the business

˃ We have adopted the modified retrospective approach to implementation of IFRS16

‒ Simplest methodology and ensures consistency between Group and subsidiary 
financial statements

‒ Total value of the leases on the Group’s Balance Sheet at FY20 is £464m

˃ Applies to all property leases covering 453 stores, 2 Distribution Centres, 2 Support 
Offices and any vet practices in standalone locations which are wholly owned by the 
Group

˃ Each lease has been assessed individually, with a discount rate of 2.3 – 3.3% applied 
depending on the remaining term

˃ We have significant operational flexibility across our store property portfolio

‒ Average total lease length is 16.5 years

‒ Average unexpired total lease term is 6.3 years 

‒ 239 stores have a lease renewal or break coming up in the next 5 years 

‒ Most rent reviews are open market upward only, with a significant proportion capped

‒ Remain focussed on optimising economic returns during each renewal negotiation 
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50% of sales from 
pet services

The principles of our JV model for new practice openings 
remains the same
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Example financials when the practice reaches 
mature levels of customer revenue generation
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Financial definitions

‘Like-for-like’ sales growth comprises 
total revenue in a financial period 
compared to revenue achieved in a prior 
period, for stores, online operations, 
grooming salons, vet practices & referral 
centres that have been trading for 52 
weeks or more.

EBITDA being Earnings before interest, 
tax, depreciation & amortisation before 
the effect of non-underlying items in the 
period.

Free Cashflow being net cash from 
operating activities, after tax, less net 
cash used in investing activities 
(excluding acquisitions), less interest paid 
& debt issue costs, and is stated before 
cash flows for non-underlying items.
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CROIC being Cash Return on Invested 
Capital, represents cash returns divided by 
the average of gross capital invested (GCI) 
for the last twelve months. Cash returns 
represent underlying operating profit 
before property rentals and share based 
payments subject to tax then adjusted for 
depreciation and amortisation. GCI 
represents Gross Property, Plant and 
Equipment plus Software and other 
intangibles excluding the goodwill created 
on the acquisition of the group by KKR 
(£906,445,000) plus net working capital, 
plus capitalised rent multiplied by a factor 
of 8x. CROIC is stated before the impact 
of IFRS16 as it is based on a 12 month 
rolling average.
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